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PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

CAPITAL MARKET OVERVIEW

The long streak of low volatility and positively-skewed equity 
performance ended in the 1st quarter of 2018.  Strong gains in 
January were erased in February and March, leaving many global 
equity markets in slightly negative territory for the quarter.

Volatility increased substantially as worries about increasing 
interest rates, possible trade wars, and elevated political uncer-
tainty offset generally strong economic data, pushing the Russell 
Global ex-U.S. Index down 1.02% in the 1st quarter.  
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As of 3/31/18 1 YR 3 YR 5 YR 10 YR Since 
Inception

Buffalo International Fund 18.32 8.81 8.55 5.49 4.57

Russell Global ex-US Index 17.02 6.85 6.44 3.17 2.03

Average Annualized Performance (%)

Expense ratio 1.05%. Inception Date 9/28/2007. Data represented reflects past 
performance and is no guarantee of future results. The investment return and principal 
value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may 
be worth more or less than their original value. Current performance may be lower or 
higher than the performance quoted. Performance current to the most recent month 
end may be obtained by visiting the Funds’ website at buffalofunds.com.   

For the 1st quarter of 2018, the Buffalo International Fund produced a return of +1.21%, outperforming the Russell 
Global ex-U.S. Index by over 2.0%. The Fund’s outperformance versus the benchmark was primarily driven by stock 
selection as our sector allocations had limited impact on relative returns. 

TOP CONTRIBUTORS
Top contributors in the period were 
Naturex, YOOX Net aPorter, and 
Sartorius. Shares of both Naturex 
and YOOX were driven by acquisition 
offers – presumably as the acquirers 
perceived value opportunities similar 
to what we’ve identified through our 
own analysis of each company.    

Sartorius, a leading equipment supplier 
to the biopharmaceutical industry, 
benefited as investors once again 
looked at the long-term opportunity 
of providing “picks and shovels” to 
the burgeoning biotechnology field, 
rather than worrying about temporary supply constraints within the industry. 

TOP DETRACTORS
Top detractors in the period were Linde, Eurofins, and DUFRY.  Linde, which provides industrial and medical gases for 
numerous industries around the globe, saw its stock price suffer as investors feared regulators could block a signifi-
cant planned merger with Praxair.  Eurofins, which offers laboratory safety and purity analysis, came under pressure 
primarily due to currency headwinds that reduced earnings estimates for the year.  Meanwhile DUFRY AG, which 
operates duty-free and retail shops in airports around the globe, saw shares of its stock decline as investors became 
concerned that the company’s future revenue growth and margins profile could be hindered as travel growth has 
slowed and competitive pressures have increased.
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OUTLOOK

Global growth has been relatively robust, but concerns that we may be late in an extended business cycle in the U.S. 
and globally could put a damper on further multiple expansion.  The “easy” financial conditions being promulgated 
by central banks and governments provide a benign economic backdrop for further growth.  That said, equity market 
participants are increasingly wary of any stimuli that could upset the applecart, be it trade wars, inflation, rising interest 
rates, or geopolitical actions, any of which could lead to increased market volatility.

With respect to concerns of escalating protectionism and possible trade wars, we remain somewhat sanguine.  Free 
trade in an economic sense is best for everyone.  While governments may have a duty to act in best interest of their 
country and citizens, corporations as stateless entities have the ability to flex their operations to different locales and 
can generally produce and sell where it’s most prudent.

Our investment philosophy is based on identifying secularly-growing companies with non-government mandated 
competitive advantages, and, as such, are generally outside the milieu of those industries ripe for trade actions, except 
from perhaps a very broad economic perspective.  In this more unstable environment, the Buffalo International Fund 
seeks to use the added volatility to trim or exit holdings in which we have modest expectations for risk-adjusted 
returns, or to add to higher conviction stocks in which we anticipate superior risk-adjusted returns.

Economic conditions may ebb and flow, but our focus remains steadfast on investing in attractively-priced, financially 
strong, well-managed companies with innovative strategies, fueled by the Buffalo Secular Growth Trends, by our own 
internal analysis.  We believe this discipline could lead to superior risk-adjusted returns over the long term. 

The Fund’s investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses must be considered carefully before investing. 
The prospectus contains this and other important information about the investment company, and can be 
obtained by calling (800) 49-BUFFALO or visiting buffalofunds.com. Read it carefully before investing. 
As of 12/31/17 the Buffalo International Fund’s top ten equity holdings were: Kering 3.12%, SAP SE 2.59%, Taiwan Semiconductor 2.49%, 
Wirecard 2.34%, Davide Campari-Milano 2.22%, Fresenius SE 2.22%, Linde AG 2.18%, Broadcom 2.17%, Interxion 2.00%, Carl Zeiss 
Meditec 1.92%. Top 10 holdings for the quarter are not disclosed until 60 days after quarter end. Those listed are for the previous quarter. 
The opinions expressed are those of the Portfolio Manager(s) and are subject to change, are not guaranteed and should not be considered 
recommendations to buy or sell any security. Fund holdings and sector allocations are subject to change and are not recommendations to 
buy or sell any security.  
The Russell Global ex-U.S. Index measures the performance of the global equity market based on all investable equity securities, excluding 
companies assigned to the United States. One cannot invest directly in an index. 
Mutual Fund Investing involves risk. Principal loss is possible. The Fund invests in foreign securities which will involve greater 
volatility and political, economic and currency risks and differences in accounting methods. Investments in emerging markets 
involve greater risks. The fund may invest in smaller companies which involve additional risks such as limited liquidity and greater 
volatility than larger companies.

Kornitzer Capital Management is the advisor to the Buffalo Funds, which are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC.

INTERESTED IN MORE INFO? For questions or to speak with a relationship manager about adding any 
of the 10 Buffalo Funds to your portfolio, contact:

Christopher Crawford  Scott Johnson
ccrawford@buffalofunds.com sjohnson@buffalofunds.com
(913) 647-2321   (913) 754-1537


